FINLAND
SMALL GAME

BIG
GAME

Yes

Yes

Ducks: Mallard, teal,
garganey, wigeon,
pintail,
shoveler, pochard,
tufted duck and
goldeneye.
Seabirds: Long-tailed
duck, red-breasted
merganser and
goosander.
Eider, male
Eider, female
Coot
Greylag goose
Bean goose
Canada goose
Woodcock
Black grouse
Hazel grouse
Capercaillie
Willow grouse
Ptarmigan
Partridge
Pheasant
Wood pidgeon
Northern hare and
brown hare
Rabbit
Red squirrel
European beaver
Canadien beaver
Red fox, blue fox and
badger
Polecat
Pine marten
Ermine
Otter
INVASIVE
SPECIES:
American mink and
Muskrat
Raccoon dog

Deer, red
deer, sika
deer, roe
deer: male
female and
claf,
whitetailed
deer, wild
boar,
mouflon.
It is
not
allowed to
hunt
moose,
brown
bear, wolf,
lynx,
ringed
seal, grey
seal with
bow and
arrow.

NO
BOW & ARROW
RESIDENT
Yes

Shooting test is
required:

LAW

Foreign hunters’ hunting
cards are ordered through
game management
The bowhunter
associations. Hunting cards
have 180 seconds to
are granted to foreign
shoot three arrows
persons for one hunting
at a target with with
year at a time, and the card
a 23 cm diameter
is mailed to the address
from a distance of
provided on ordering.
18 m. All three
arrows must hit the A foreign hunter must
target, or at least be present the executive
in contact with the manager of a game
outer line of the
management association a
target.
copy of his or her hunting
card or other reliable
If a foreign
documentation that proves
bowhunter has a
that the hunter has the right
certificate of bow
to hunt in his or her own
shooting test
country. If a foreign hunter
concerning
cannot present acceptable
equivalent size
documentation on his or
animals from
her right to hunt, he or she
his/her country of
must pass a hunting
origin, then one
examination in order to be
does not need to
able to hunt in Finland.
pass the shooting
test; or if the hunter Hunting permits are sold or
can show proof that given by hunting rights
he/she has the right holders, such as
to bowhunt
landowners, hunting clubs
equivalent size
and, for state-owned land,
animals without a
the state forest enterprise
shooting test in his/ Metsähallitus.
her country of
Small game hunting
origin, then there is permits to
no need to pass the State lands is required. The
shooting test.
duration of the permits is
1–7 days.
SMALL GAME:
Small game permits are
The tip of an arrow alternatively sold either for
all small game or for other
to be used for
small game than grouses.
shooting

small game must
be “such that an
accurate hit is fatal
on impact” =
suitable hunting tip,
no target point.

A small game permit is
personal and is subject to a
harvest quota. Those
planning to make a hunting
trip to Finland
should in advance clarify
how and for which area
BIG GAME:
they can obtain/buy a
hunting permit.
the arrow must have The game management
a broadhead with
association gives a
cutting tip with a
foreigner
minimum diameter a shooting test certificate
of 22 millimeters. (shooting test reciprocal
identification) A fee of
€ 20 is charged for a
shooting test certificate.

